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Executive Summary

Hospitality brands today face a brutally competitive environment characterized by a “sea of sameness” that threatens to drive all brands in a race to the bottom. However, little empirical information exists on how to best manage service brands in general and hospitality brands in particular. We have long understood successful goods branding, but we have not studied how successful services branding differs from that of goods branding. This article attempts to fill that void by analyzing 11 years of data in an empirical study of goods and service brands to determine how service brands succeed. Analyzing three factors—namely, service quality, service personalization, and service relationships—we found that service brand success can be achieved through relationship-based personalization accompanied by a level of quality that is consistent and meets customer expectations. Consistency in quality is a key to successful brand and firm outcomes. We conclude that either falling short of or exceeding customer quality expectations can have deleterious consequences for brands and firms. Moreover, we found that quality improvements should be achieved gradually.

---
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Service brands are increasingly dominating the global economy, yet we know little about the specific elements of their success. Studies of brand success have focused heavily on applications from goods brands, and one thing we have learned from these efforts is that service branding has its own specific characteristics of success. To analyze those characteristics, we developed a framework that enabled us not only to identify and validate key drivers of brand success for service and goods brands, but also to derive results that distinguish between brand-level outcomes and firm-level outcomes. Following the results of earlier studies, we developed what we called the “ServBrand triad” framework (see Exhibit 1, next page). This model focuses on the following three factors that drive brand success: service quality, service personalization, and service relationships. As we explain in this article, we analyzed 11 years of data on brands and firms to develop our model. We then assessed the value of our model and applied it to brands and firms in the hospitality industry. Our goal was to determine how strategic deployment of some combination of quality, personalization, and relationships would have positive implications for service brand success.
The ServBrand Triad: Key Drivers

Preference and usage. For our study, we defined brand success with two measures, namely, brand preference (being liked more than competitor brands) and brand usage (being used more than other brands). We collected our data on brands from a major analytics provider, BAV Group (a division of WPP), which maintains a massive database of information on brands across most industries. We describe this dataset, and our use of it, in greater detail in the appendix at the end of this report.

Building on Prior Knowledge

As a starting point, we developed the theoretical framework for ServBrand using five studies that investigated key elements of service brand success. The studies are summarized in Exhibit 2 (next page). Based on the findings of those five studies, we identified the contributions of the three service brand drivers, as follows. First, we projected that our quality driver would be most effective when a brand emphasizes excellent, valuable, and functional service. Second, our personalization driver depends on offering services that are different, brand-specific, customized, social, and dynamic. Finally, our brand relationship driver uses connections forged with customers through satisfaction to generate strong positive emotions.

Having informed our theoretical framework in this way, we dug deeper into the literature to fully inform our definitions of the quality, personalization, and relationship drivers.\(^1\) We defined the quality driver as “a service brand’s overall performance that meets its customers’ expectations”; the personalization driver as “a service brand’s uniqueness to each of its customers compared with what competitors offer and compared with what other customers receive”; and the relationship driver as “a service brand’s ongoing interaction and communication with its customers and the resulting positive relational qualities, such as value, trust, and commitment.”

We substantiated our conceptualization of the personalization driver by drawing on several studies in the relevant literature that find that personalizing service offerings requires identifying customer preferences and adapting those offerings as far as possible to each customer’s preferences. This is where technological innovation comes into play, providing the big data that enable brands to drill down into customer databases and refine their offerings to individual customers.

Just about everyone who uses the internet has experienced this aspect of personalization: seeing ads appear on unrelated websites for products they had previously looked up on the web. Making a service brand appropriate to a given customer fosters greater satisfaction.

We completed our conceptualization of the relationship driver by drawing on the relationship marketing literature, where the focus is on the concept of relational exchange. The idea is that strong relationships generate positive exchange outcomes, which means that a guest chooses one brand over others and, ultimately, remains committed to that brand. While customers form relationships with goods brands as well, exchange relationships with service brands are strengthened by reciprocal norms to which goods brands cannot respond. When a service brand establishes a relationship with a customer through reciprocity, it will find that commitment, trust, and efficiency follow in its wake. In particular, there is empirical evidence that authenticity in frontline service providers contributes to service brand success. Thus, a service brand that develops exchange relationships with customers based on mutual respect for reciprocal norms establishes a basis for brand success.

### Results

**Brand success.** The main effects of our analysis largely validate the ServBrand triad factors as drivers of brand success. First, positive changes in quality, personalization, and relationships increase brand preference significantly. The effect was strongest for quality, followed by relationships and personalization.
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3 Rust and Huang, “The Service Revolution and the Transformation of Marketing Science.”
On the other hand, negative changes in the quality and personalization drivers reduce brand preference. Turning to brand usage, we found, similarly, that positive changes in the three drivers had positive effects. Here again the quality driver had the strongest effect, followed by relationships and personalization. In this case, negative changes in the quality and relationship drivers reduce brand usage. We see, then, that quality is the only one of the three drivers that we found to have consistent effects on both brand preference and brand usage (and therefore brand success).

Looking at the interaction of the service success drivers, we found that brand preference and brand usage affect one another reciprocally. That is, brand preference is associated with an increase in subsequent brand usage, while past usage is associated with an increase in current preference, creating a virtuous cycle. This confirms the intuitive belief that customers who prefer a given brand are more likely to use that brand when they perceive improvements in quality, personalization, and relationships. The same improvements also induce customers who purchase a given brand more often than others to feel better about that brand.

Firm success. With regard to firm success, we again found a significant effect on firm outcomes for the quality driver. However, this effect did not extend to personalization or relationships. Moreover, positive changes in the quality driver led to marginally negative effects on return on assets (ROA). This finding indicates that firms might actually undercut profitability when they spend money to improve quality.

Unlike brands, we did not observe reciprocal relationships among the firm outcomes we measured. Our observation here is that market value is based on more than revenue or profitability. That said, the main results of our analysis support the ServBrand triad as it applies to brands. When service brands focus on improving quality, personalization, and relationships, and their customers are aware of these improvements, both brand preference and brand usage increase.

We also tested for interaction effects involving our primary and control variables. We found three cases in which positive changes in at least two of the ServBrand triad variables contribute to brand success. When both the personalization and relationship drivers change positively, brand preference increases significantly. On the other hand, negative changes in quality and personalization also increase a firm’s market value. The story is even more complicated for interaction between quality and relationships. Both positive and negative changes in these drivers are detrimental to brand outcomes but not to firm outcomes. Perhaps this reflects negative effects of fluctuations in quality if not also in relationships. Finally, we found that, as a firm grows by increasing its workforce, its ROA decreases, an unsurprising result that reflects higher labor costs.

Differences between Goods and Services

In another phase of our analysis, we estimated contrasting models to compare how service brands and goods brands fare when they invest in the ServBrand triad of factors. We found that both brand preference and brand usage improve to a greater extent for service brands than for goods brands, but again these positive brand-growth results did not carry over to firm outcomes. In particular, the quality driver made the greatest difference in outcomes for service and goods brands, followed by personalization. That is, positive changes in the quality driver were associated with larger changes in brand outcomes for service brands than for goods brands, while positive changes in the personalization driver resulted in marginal increases in brand outcomes that were again larger for service brands than for goods brands. We did not find comparable effects of positive changes in the relationship driver.

Firm outcomes. The results our models generated for firm outcomes tell a more complicated story. For example, positive changes in the quality driver reduced ROA for service brands to a greater extent than for...
Endlessly raising quality across service experiences does not seem to pay off.

Travel brands. We find that a better relationship grows brand preference, and relationship-based quality improvement grows brand usage. However, quality deterioration hurts both ROA and market performance for travel brands. While changing firm size helps ROA, changes in market competition helps market performance. It appears that relationship enhancement and relationship-based quality improvement are the two key strategic drivers for growing airline and lodging brands, while special attention should be paid to avoid quality inconsistency, which hurts financial outcomes. This finding is logical, as travel quality is less tangible than other services and can be more difficult to maintain due to customers’ heterogeneous preferences. As travel brands grow and the industry concentrates, so do their financial returns, suggesting that scale matters for these industry subsectors.

Restaurant brands. A better relationship is the sole driver for growing brand preference among chain restaurants. The direct impact of a better relationship on restaurant brands is consistent and strong. Other than that, we find no other significant drivers of success. Perhaps due to the standardized nature of this sector, quality and personalization are essentially constant across brands, leaving relationship as the only angle that can create a differential competitive advantage. In this scenario, a brand relationship serves mainly as an additional benefit, not as the platform for quality improvement or for personalization. It comes as no surprise to us then that the most recent initiatives announced by restaurant firms are launching and enhancing loyalty programs. In this regard, Nation’s Restaurant News, the leading industry publication, reports:

Two of the biggest loyalty trends in 2023 were subscription programs, which were a big hit with Sweetgreen and Panera customers. Many companies that jumped on the loyalty bandwagon for the first time in 2023, including Cracker Barrel and Cheesecake Factory, were hopeful that a rewards program would resonate and really make a difference in attracting and retaining returning customers.6

Contrary to the conventional wisdom, we find that the key to enabling quality to contribute to hospitality brand success is consistency.

Keys To Successful Service Brands: Lessons for Hospitality Managers

Our results explain several intuitive observations about service brands as well as some that are less intuitive. Overall, the study provides rich implications for helping hospitality brands succeed.

Travel brands (i.e., hotels and airlines) can drive brand success by focusing on customer relationships, as positive changes in the relationship driver boost brand preference, while relationship-based quality improvements boost brand usage. On the other hand, negative changes in quality hurt both ROA and market value for travel brands. In this subsector, firm size plays an important role, as firms that grow in size improve ROA, while market concentration improves market value, suggesting that the trend toward mergers has the effect of improving firm outcomes (e.g., the Marriott-Starwood merger).

In the restaurant subsector, improving customer relationships seems to be the best, and perhaps the only, strategy for driving brand success. These results suggest that standardization across this subsector, which keeps quality consistent and limits opportunities for personalization, highlights the relationship driver as the key to growing brands.

Creating deep relationships with customers through personalization is more important than ever in a market environment in which hospitality brands can gather extensive information about individual customers through data collected from smart devices and customers’ online interactions with brands. All this information enables brands to refine their understanding of customers’ needs and preferences, suggesting the strategic advantage of adopting a dynamic and adaptive marketing posture. Hospitality brand managers should therefore cultivate personal relationships with their customers as the foundation of service personalization. This is made possible by access to rich stores of customer data, including social networking data indicating what customers’ friends (and friends of friends) like or dislike. This process can enable a hospitality brand to offer increasingly personalized service that is customized to meet individual customer needs and preferences.

These observations about service personalization make sense intuitively, but the implications of our findings regarding the quality driver seem less intuitive. Based on our findings, we believe that the key to enabling quality to contribute to hospitality brand success is consistency. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that suggests that brands should always exceed expectations, we found that service brands succeed by delivering service quality that meets customer expectations, neither falling short of nor exceeding those expectations.

In that regard it is easy to see how trying to constantly exceed expectations, sometimes referred to as the crisis—or curse—of rising expectations, can easily become a trap. Once expectations are exceeded, the customer begins to expect more each time, setting the firm up for failure if it cannot constantly stay ahead of the customer’s expectations.

The answer then seems to be that, once a hospitality brand has developed the “right” level of expectation and established a relationship with a customer, it should avoid either upwards or downwards fluctuations in quality—indeed, any fluctuation. Frequent quality changes seem to signal inconsistency or unreliability, and when customers are not sure what to expect from a brand, they may search elsewhere to meet their needs. This then is one novel, counterintuitive, practical, and actionable finding from this work.

From a service brand perspective, there is a quality–cost tradeoff that requires careful management. Although in itself the quality driver is critical to boosting brand preference and usage, improving quality seems to reduce short-term profitability. Nevertheless, while improving quality can be costly in the short run, it does contribute to brand success. The key seems to be improving quality gradually. For example, deploying chatbots as the first line of customer–brand interfacing before escalating to human agents might enable a brand to convey an impression of quality improvement at relatively low cost, primarily because customers are

---

generally able to engage with chatbots more readily than they are when waiting in a queue to engage with a human customer service representative.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Our review of past studies led us to propose a three-point model that captures the effect of customer relationships, service quality, and dynamic personalization in driving the success of service brands. Our test of this three-point model, which we dubbed “ServBrand,” enabled us to simultaneously estimate the impact of changes in these three essential drivers on brand and financial outcomes. Going forward, it would be useful for researchers to develop additional measures for these three drivers to further our understanding of how they support successful brands.

One reason that we took on this analysis is that research on service brand success has received little attention, even as the world economy becomes more service oriented. We note the value of understanding these factors that drive service brand success.

In addition to revealing the keys to successful service brands generally, our study yielded specific insights into brand success in the restaurant, airline, and lodging industries. Applying our model to airline and lodging brands, for example, we found that relationship enhancement and relationship-based quality improvement are key strategic drivers of travel brand success. At the same time, travel brands must avoid quality inconsistency, which hurts financial outcomes. For restaurant brands, standardization keeps quality and personalization reasonably consistent over time, while efforts to improve customer relationships by enhancing the onsite customer experience can boost brand success.

---

**Appendix: Research Methods**

We used the data from the BAV database to measure our ServBrand triad brand success factors (i.e., quality, personalization, and relationships) and our two brand outcomes (i.e., brand preference and brand usage). BAV’s brand panel dataset makes 30,172 brand-year observations available, including 11,605 service brand-year observations for 2,417 distinct service brands.

To measure the two firm-level outcomes, return on assets (ROA, an indicator of profitability) and Tobin’s q (an indicator of a firm’s market value), we drew data from Compustat (a division of Standard & Poor’s) and then blended brand-level BAV data with firm-level Compustat data by averaging data on all brands carried by a given firm to match firm-level data for multi-brand firms. This provided us with 5,634 service brand–year observations from 502 unique public service firms.

The BAV brand dataset reflects measures of a wide range of brand attributes and perceptions based on 48 brand descriptors, such as leader, high-performance, unique, cares about customers, and trustworthy. From the brand descriptors, we extracted meaningful factors that we could use to measure our three drivers of brand success. We ran appropriate statistical tests to ensure the reliability of the measures we chose. The result was the valid three-factor analysis of the ServBrand triad using the measures shown in Exhibit 3.

We applied a series of statistical tests to estimate the brand and firm outcome variables. We further applied two contrasting models to compare those models with the effects of the ServBrand triad drivers on service brands and goods brands. The ServBrand triad outperformed both of the contrasting models.

After completing the analyses, we tested the robustness of the results using a system of equations for public firms only and found similar estimations. These robustness and comparison tests further validated our theoretical framework—the ServBrand triad generated useful insights into the factors that drive service-brand success. Finally, we also measured the effects of the brand drivers across the following service industry subsegments: travel, lodging, and restaurants.

---

8 The significance level of subsector-level analysis is set to .1 to reflect the much smaller sample size. For some subsectors, such as finance/insurance and telecommunications, the inclusion of HHI as a control variable results in high standard errors; thus, for the two subsectors, only firm size is included as a control variable.
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